Fast-degrading PLA/ORMOGLASS fibrous composite scaffold leads to a calcium-rich angiogenic environment
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Abstract: The success of scaffold implantation in acellular tissue engineering approaches relies on the ability of the material to interact properly with the biological environment. This behavior mainly depends on the design of the graft surface and, more precisely, on its capacity to biodegrade in a well-defined manner (nature of ions released, surface-to-volume ratio, dissolution profile of this release, rate of material resorption, and preservation of mechanical properties). The assessment of the biological behavior of temporary templates is therefore very important in tissue engineering, especially for composites, which usually exhibit complicated degradation behavior. Here, blended polyactic acid (PLA) calcium phosphate ORMOL GLASS (organically modified glass) nanofibrous mats have been incubated up to 4 weeks in physiological simulated conditions, and their morphological, topographical, and chemical changes have been investigated. The results showed that a significant loss of inorganic phase occurred at the beginning of the immersion and the ORMOL GLASS maintained a stable composition afterward throughout the degradation period. As a whole, the nanostructured scaffolds underwent fast and heterogeneous degradation. This study reveals that an angiogenic calcium-rich environment can be achieved through fast-degrading ORMOLGLASS/PLA blended fibers, which seems to be an excellent alternative for guided bone regeneration.
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Introduction
Materials for tissue engineering should fulfill numerous precise criteria in order to be considered as ideal implants. Mainly, they should be biocompatible, bioactive, and act as a 3D template for cellular activity in order to be well integrated with the surrounding biological environment of the implant site and to trigger specific cellular responses.1 As part of the so-called “third generation” of biomaterials, smart acellular scaffolds should additionally degrade at a suitable rate to enable these processes to take place throughout the progressive resorption of the material.2 The final goal is the design of implanted constructs that induce newly formed functional tissue that will remain at the end of the regeneration process, and which require no additional surgical procedures for removal. The biodegradability of a substrate is therefore very important and can even be critical with regard to the effectiveness of the graft in promoting the body’s inherent capacity to heal and self-repair and act as a cell-homing promoter. If toxic by-products are released during degradation of a biomaterial, for example, the local healthy tissue is not preserved, and tissue regeneration will...
not properly occur. Scar tissues can consequently be formed, attesting to unsuitable interactions between the template and the host tissue.3

Many parameters such as architecture, porosity, hydrophilicity, crystallinity, and chemical composition can affect the biodegradation mechanisms of a biomaterial.4,5 This depends on its design and, more precisely, on its constituents and method of fabrication (structure features: shape, size, interconnected porosity, etc). Depending on the clinical use and the tissue targeted (soft or hard), different material properties are needed. For bone engineering, hybrid biomaterials made of synthetic or biodegradable polymer and bioactive glasses are interesting composites, as they are able to form a stable implant–host tissue interface and even trigger the desired cellular responses (ie, osteogenesis and angiogenesis).6,7

The incorporation of an inorganic phase into an organic one generally allows a better control of the degradation of the polymeric matrix, thanks to an increase in hydrophilicity, which implies a better wetting contact between the polymer and the physiological fluid as well as micro- and nanoporosity, increasing the surface area and enhancing hydrolytic degradation.8 This is an interesting point regarding the use of some polymers such as polyglycolic or polylactic acid (PLA), which tend to degrade faster in vivo9,10 in comparison to other aliphatic polymers such as polycaprolactone (PCL), which remains for a longer time in the body after implantation.11,12 By dissolving in the surrounding fluid, bioactive glasses also resorb in vivo.6,13,14 Thus, by combining these two families of materials, fully bioresorbable scaffolds with remarkable mechanical and bioactive properties can be produced. However, biodegradation is a complex mechanism influenced by several biological connected factors, as for example fluid pH and infiltration, oxygen supply, and enzyme activity.15,16 so an exact control of the process is difficult to achieve, especially if it aims to satisfy precise expectations, such as a specific degradation rate or a time-scaled product release. Despite these drawbacks, however, it is essential to assess the degradation behavior of a scaffold, as it will closely affect the future of the template after implantation (changes in mechanical properties and induced cellular response) and consequently determine its success.

One of the most popular methods to increase surface-to-volume ratio at the nanoscale is electrospinning, which is also the most cost-effective way to mimic the extracellular matrix (ECM).17 Its versatility and simplicity allows the fibers to be modified to almost any configuration or biomolecule-loading ability, depending on the application.18,19

The aim of this study was to investigate the morphological, topographical, and chemical modifications that a PLA–titanium-based bioactive glass (OG5) scaffold undergoes during in vitro degradation when physiological conditions are simulated. PLA–OG5 fibers developed for bone engineering have been produced using the electrospinning technique and then immersed in simulated body fluid (SBF) for different periods of time.

Materials and methods

Materials

To produce the titanium-based organically modified glass (ORMOGLASS), calcium and sodium 2-methoxyethoxide, phosphorus ethoxide, and titanium tetraisopropoxide precursor solutions were mixed to obtain a glass precursor mix with the OG5 glass composition (44.5P2O5: 44.5Ca: 6Na: 5Ti molar ratio). These solutions were prepared in our laboratory as reported previously.14 Basically, Ca (Panreac, Barcelona, Spain; 98%) and Na (Panreac; 99.8%) precursors were prepared by refluxing metallic Ca and Na in dry 2-methoxyethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA; 99%). P precursor solution was obtained by refluxing P2O5 (Sigma-Aldrich; 99.99%) in absolute ethanol (Panreac; 99.5%). Ti alkoxide precursor was obtained by diluting commercial Ti tetraisopropoxide (Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MO, USA; 97%) in absolute ethanol as well. Precursors were mixed and stirred to obtain the targeted composition. A catalyst of Ti:H2O:NH3:isopropanol with molar ratio of 1:60:4:5:100 was additionally added into the precursor solution mix to initiate hydrolysis.

Fiber preparation

Fibers were produced by electrospinning. A blend made of a solution of 4% w/w of PLA (70/30 L-lactide/DL-lactide copolymer, Corbion PLDL 7038) in 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFA, Panreac; 99.8%) and the previous partially hydrolyzed ORMOSGLASS was prepared according to two glass:polymer volume ratios: 10–90 and 20–80 (v:v). Fibers (OG5 10–90 and OG5 20–80) used in this study were collected on a flat aluminum support and were therefore obtained as nonwoven mats. The setup parameters for the fiber deposition were: 18 cm distance tip-collector, 8 kV voltage, and 0.5 mL/h dispensing rate. More details on the preparation and fabrication methods of these hybrid fibers can be found in a previously published study.14

Incubation conditions

The in vitro assay was performed with OG5 10–90 and OG5 20–80 random fibers. The 5×30×0.5 mm fiber strips were cut from the electrospun fibrous layer, rinsed for 1 hour in water, and immersed in c-SBF at 37°C up to 28 days. Each fiber strip was introduced into an individual flask containing...
30 mL c-SBF. The SBF preparation and determination of SBF quantity necessary for the study were selected according to the conditions reported by Kokubo and Takadama. SBF was changed every 2 days. Fibers were removed from the SBF at different time points (1 hour, 1 day, 3 days, 7 days, 21 days, 28 days), rinsed three times with ultra-pure water, and dried under vacuum for at least 3 days before characterization.

**Fiber morphological characterization**

Pieces were cut from the dried incubated fibrous layer and fixed on the metallic support used for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to assess the fiber morphology (Hitachi S-5500). Samples were coated with a thin layer of carbon in order to enhance the quality of the pictures. Pictures were taken at a 5 kV voltage and a height distance of 5 mm. Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Nova™-Nano SEM-230; FEI Co., Hillsboro, OR, USA) was also used to obtain a better resolution.

**Fiber topography**

To assess the topographical changes occurring at the fiber surface, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used. Measurements were operated using an AFM MultiMode8, Bruker machine, and the PeakForce QNM method in air under ambient conditions. Image processing and data analysis were performed with the Nanoscope Analysis software v1.2.

**Chemical changes**

Chemical composition of the fibers was assessed by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, Quanta 200 XTE; FEI Co.). This technique enables the determination of the fiber composition by determining the relative molar ratio of the different elements with regards to the other compounds (percentage). Samples already used for FESEM observations were also used to perform the element quantification. Measurements were performed at different time points at three arbitrarily selected locations on the samples.

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy in attenuated total reflectance mode (FTIR-ATR, Nicolet 8700; Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was also used to evaluate the chemical changes. No preliminary treatments were applied to the samples before performing these measurements.

**Calcium dissolution and pH measurements**

Given the importance that calcium ions play regarding cellular activity, dissolution tests were carried out to monitor the release profile of the calcium contained in the hybrid fibers during their degradation. Pieces of 1 cm² were cut from the electrospun fibrous layer. Four replicates were prepared for each fiber type (OG5 10–90 and OG5 20–80, random) and at each time point. Each sample was placed in a well of a 24-well culture plate. Deionized water was added to each well (1 mL) and parafilm was used to properly seal the plate in order to avoid water evaporation. Following this, the plate was placed in an incubator at 37°C. After each time point (5 min, 1 hour, 1 day, 2 days, 3 days, 6 days, 7 days, 8 days, 9 days, 10 days, 13 days, and 14 days), the water was removed and 1 mL was again added to the wells. Calcium concentrations were measured using a Crison Ca⁺⁺ selective electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. pH was additionally measured using a Crison GLP22+ pH-meter and a Crison pH microelectrode. Initially, this assay was performed in SBF. However, it has been noticed that the buffering effect of SBF partially masked the real observation of the dissolution behavior of the material. Therefore, instead of SBF, deionized water was preferred to perform this assay in order to determine the real amount of calcium released by the material. The results with SBF are reported in Figure S1. The calcium concentration is reported as a cumulative value.

**Polymer thermal properties**

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was performed to check if changes in the organic phase occurred during the degradation assay. A DSC Q2000 TA device and 1.20 mg samples confined in hermetic aluminum pans were used. Samples (fibers not incubated and incubated at 1 hour, 3 days, 7 days, 21 days) were heated at a rate of 10°C/min starting from –20°C up to 180°C. The same heating ramp was again applied to the samples after cooling. Nitrogen was used as a purging gas.

Melting and crystallization properties were evaluated by analyzing the curve of the first heating ramp of the DSC assays. The small bump associated with the melting peak of the hybrid fibers is particularly taken into account because it had been noticed that it changed during the degradation test. Even though not observed on the DSC curves previously shown, the crystallization peak is also taken into account here in order to verify if the degradation test influenced the crystallization behavior of the polymer over time.

The crystallinity of composite materials is given by the following equation:

\[ \chi (%) = \frac{\Delta H_m - \Delta H_x}{\Delta H_m} \times (1 - W_g) \]
where $\chi$ is the percentage of crystallinity, $\Delta H_m$ is the heat of fusion, $\Delta H_c$ is the heat of the cold crystallization, $\Delta H_m^0$ is the heat of fusion of a 100% PLA crystalline material (93.1 J g$^{-1}$), and $W_g$ the weight percent of glass contained in the hybrids. For this assay, the exact $W_g$ is not known because the materials degraded over time. It is thus not possible to calculate precisely the crystallinity of each sample. However, even if an accurate value of crystallinity cannot be obtained, the heat of fusion and cold crystallization (if observed) can be determined and be used to discuss changes in the theoretical crystallinity of the fibers; even without knowing precisely the $W_g$ values. This is possible thanks to mathematical considerations made in the equation above.

The glass transition temperature ($T_g$) was determined considering the second heating cycle and using the inflexion point method. The TA Universal Analysis software v4.7A was used to analyze all DSC curves.

Determination of glass loss
Incubated fibers were subjected to thermal degradation in order to compare the quantity of inorganic phase contained in the fibers before and after incubation. Small quantities of samples were placed in aluminum pans and heated from room temperature up to 700°C at a heating rate of 10°C/min in air. Thermograms were analyzed with the TA Universal Analysis software v4.7A. The weight percent remaining at the end of the thermal treatment corresponds to the amount of inorganic compound present in the studied material. However, if the inorganic material is not completely inorganic but contains some organic fragments (as in the ORMOGLASS), the remaining weight does not exactly correspond to the amount of glass contained in the fibers. If detected by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), the weight loss due to the organic fragments of the ORMOGLASS should be also considered to quantify the glass content. Finally, the content of the glass is approximated by adding the remaining weight loss of the inorganic phase and the weight loss associated to the organic fragments of the ORMOGLASS.

Glass distribution in the fibers
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations were also performed to assess the dispersion of the glass in the polymeric matrix before and after incubation. A few fibers were extracted from the layers and deposited on a carbon-coated copper grid for analysis. A JEOL JEM 1200 EX (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) instrument was used and the accelerating voltage was set at 120 kV.

Statistical analysis method
Results of multiple measurements have been presented as the average ± standard deviation.

Results
Fiber morphology
Figure 1 shows the morphology of the fibers as produced by electrospinning and the evolution of their aspect over the duration of the assay (1 days, 7 days, and 21 days of immersion in SBF). For PLA, no significant differences were observed except a small increase in roughness that appeared with time (wrinkles). For the hybrid fibers, more drastic differences occurred rapidly. Fibers collapsed and subsequently opened following the fiber length in two different ways. The first one looked like an instantaneous crack that revealed a cavity (Figure 1 red arrow). The other seemed to be rather due to a slow process that induced the opening of the fibers (Figure 1 blue arrow). After 21 days, hybrid fibers additionally showed a nonsmooth surface which seemed more obvious than for the PLA ones. This is especially well observed for the fibers that possessed the higher ORMOGLASS ratio (Figure 1 green arrow).

Typical fiber morphological changes are presented with better resolution in Figure 2 (representative images of the diverse observed “defects”). The appearance of wrinkles on PLA is relevant, as well as the surface modifications that occurred for the hybrid fibers. Images attested that fibers collapsed and underwent considerable surface changes. Finally, these pictures showed that PLA fibers maintained their cylindrical morphology during the immersion period while hybrid fibers lost their round fiber shape and degraded faster.

Fiber topography
During the degradation period, hybrid fiber topography considerably changed (Figure 2). Additional pictures can be found in Figure S2. After 1 hour immersion in SBF, hybrid fibers exhibited a uniform topography with a difference in height of around 30 nm. At 1 day however, the collapsing of the fibers was already clearly seen and more consequent changes in height profile were observed (120 nm height deflection). This suggested that the surface of the fibers was rather smooth at the beginning of the assay in comparison with the later time points. At 7 days, the cracks observed on FESEM pictures were also detected by the AFM. Finally, at 21 days, the surface of the fibers had significantly changed, as noticed with the profile undulations between 0 and 500 nm width. The change in height between 500 nm and 700 nm width was attributed to the part of the fibers that collapsed (see Figure 3).
The last behavior identified by AFM is the slow opening of the fibers. On the height profile, it can be seen how the slow cracking of the fibers tends to lower the height value between the two fiber walls.

In general, AFM images are in accordance with the degradation behaviors identified with the FESEM pictures, and the evaluation of the topographical changes through the height profile determination confirmed these modifications.

**Chemical changes**

Fibers were successfully produced with the targeted composition (OG5). Fibers contained thus, initially, a high amount of phosphate and calcium and a low amount of sodium and titanium (Figure 4). EDS measurements on the fibers showed that after 1 hour in SBF, huge changes in ORMOCER composition had already occurred. The quantity of calcium dropped dramatically. The phosphate amount also decreased.

---

**Figure 1** Morphology of PLA and hybrid fibers before and during the degradation assay (field-emission scanning electron microscopy images).  
**Note:** Red, blue and green arrows show different defects in the fibers.  
**Abbreviation:** PLA, polylactic acid.

**Figure 2** Images of typical defects observed on the PLA and hybrid fibers after 28 days of incubation in SBF.  
**Abbreviations:** PLA, polylactic acid; SBF, simulated body fluid.
but in a more moderated manner. However, phosphate continued to decrease up to the first day, while the calcium percentage increased slightly. As a consequence of these changes, the titanium content increased. For the sodium, it is believed that it was already released at the early stage of incubation. For this reason, no significant changes were observed for the sodium (almost undetected by the device). After 3 days, the molar composition of the fibers remained

Figure 3 Correlation between the fiber morphology assessed by FESEM and AFM and topographical changes (imaging and height profiles) observed for the hybrid fibers after 1 hour, 1 day, 7 days, and 21 days in SBF.

Notes: X-axis corresponds to the width (nm) and Y-axis corresponds to the height profile (nm). The arrows indicate which graph belongs to each image.

Abbreviations: SBF, simulated body fluid; FESEM, field-emission scanning electron microscopy; AFM, atomic force microscopy.

Figure 4 Evolution of the fiber composition during the incubation period (EDS measurements).

Abbreviation: EDS, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.
stable up to the end of the assay, but the initial OG5 composition was not maintained. The same modifications were observed for the OG5 10–90 and OG5 20–80 fibers.

Figure 5 displays the infrared spectra collected on the fibers before and after degradation. The infrared spectra of the fibers obtained as produced by electrospinning exhibited the typical peaks of PLA and additional signals due to the presence of phosphate complexes: P=O stretching at 1,223 cm\(^{-1}\),\(^{25,28}\) PO\(_4^{3-}\) at 958 cm\(^{-1}\),\(^{28,31}\) and P–O stretch\(^{30}\) at 1,047 cm\(^{-1}\). Harmonics of bending O–P–O and O=P–O at 580–450 cm\(^{-1}\),\(^{26,28,33}\) and P–O–P symmetric stretching at 820 and 802 cm\(^{-1}\),\(^{32}\) harmonics of bending O–P–O and O=P–O at 580–450 cm\(^{-1}\). Fibers with both ORMOCORE contents showed similar infrared spectra although the intensity of phosphate peaks of the spectrum of OG5 20–80 fibers appeared to be stronger than the ones of the OG5 10–90 fibers, which is logical as they possessed a higher amount of glass. After 1 hour, most of the peaks assigned to phosphate disappeared. Only a small shoulder can be noticed in the 580–450 wavenumber region. No significant changes were observed afterward, and the spectra became similar to the one of the pure PLA fibers.

**Calcium dissolution and pH measurements**

The dissolution profiles of calcium and the associated pH measurements are displayed in Figure 6. The main changes occurred during the first 2 days. A burst release of calcium was particularly observed immediately after the material immersion. Then, during these 2 days, calcium was released in a less drastic manner. After this time, the material did not seem to release calcium, or in a very low concentration.

![Figure 5 FTIR spectra of the PLA and hybrid fibers as produced by electrospinning (Raw) and during the degradation test (PLA spectra is added for comparison). Abbreviations: FTIR, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy; PLA, polylactic acid.](Image)

![Figure 6 Calcium dissolution profiles of the hybrid fibers and pH measurements. The blue circle denotes the main changes occurring in the solution.](Image)
Regarding the pH of the extracts, it can be noticed that it increased over time. It can be seen, moreover, that the OG5 20–80 fibers released a higher amount of calcium than the OG5 10–90 fibers.

**Polymer thermal properties**

DSC assay was performed to determine whether changes in the polymer occurred along with the material degradation. DSC curves obtained for the hybrid fibers before and after the incubation period are displayed in Figure 7. Table 1 summarizes the evolution of the heat of fusion ($\Delta H_m$ – melting peak integration) and $T_g$ during the assay. Analysis of curves showed that peaks (ie, bumps) associated with melting processes slightly increased in intensity with incubation time. Values of the $\Delta H_m$ confirmed these observations. No peak of crystallization was observed for any of the curves. For our hybrids, $\Delta H_m$ is thus not involved in the calculation of crystallinity. Only $\Delta H_c$ and $W_g$ variables should be considered when evaluating fiber crystallinity. Determination of the $T_g$ did not reveal any particular trends. The incubation did not seem to affect the glass transition temperature of the materials.

**Glass loss**

The curves obtained by TGA for the fibers, as electrospun and incubated (1 hour and 28 days in SBF), are presented in Figure 8. The remaining weights and calculated glass contents obtained after the thermal treatment are summarized in Table 2. Results showed that the OG5 10–90 and OG5 20–80 fibers, as produced, had an inorganic weight percentage equal to 26.09 and 35.28, respectively. After 1 hour in SBF, fibers lost an important quantity of inorganic phase, especially the OG5 20–80 fibers for which the percentage was reduced by 50%. These fibers had lost a higher quantity of inorganic phase after 1 hour in comparison

---

**Figure 7** Thermograms of the hybrid fibers incubated in SBF at different time points (DSC measurements, *: measurement artifact). Raw refers to fibers as produced by electrospinning.

**Abbreviations:** SBF, simulated body fluid; DSC, differential scanning calorimetry; exo, exothermic process; $T_g$, glass transition temperature.
To obtain more information on the ORMOCORE loss, particular attention should be given to the alkyl phosphate. The peaks associated to these unreacted alkyl phosphate molecules are, in fact, almost lost after 1 hour and completely disappeared after 28 days. The major weight loss observed at the early stage of immersion is probably due to their fast dissolution.

Glass distribution in the fibers

TEM images revealed that the glass gel was incorporated in the PLA as continuous “bands” distributed along the fiber axis (Figure 9). But, after 21 days of incubation, the PLA phase was less visible, and “granules” and small holes appeared on the pictures. When manipulating the samples, it has been additionally noticed that incubated fibrous layers were more brittle than the ones as obtained by electrospinning. This can be observed on the TEM pictures on the areas where fibers broke. The fracture seemed to happen suddenly without previous elastic deformation (instantaneous breaking). When fibers were immersed in SBF for longer times

| Table 1: Evolution of $T_g$ of the hybrid fibers during the degradation assay |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                | OG5 10–90       |                | OG5 20–80       |
| Raw            | $\Delta H_m$ (J/g) | $T_g$ (°C)    | $\Delta H_m$ (J/g) | $T_g$ (°C)    |
| 1 hour         | 1.13            | 58.24          | 0.12             | 57.53          |
| 3 days         | 2.11            | 58.22          | 0.36             | 58.78          |
| 7 days         | 2.44            | 58.71          | 1.64             | 58.40          |
| 21 days        | 3.71            | 58.38          | 2.83             | 58.53          |

Note: *artifact.
Abbreviations: $\Delta H_m$, heat of fusion; $T_g$, transition temperature.
than the duration of this present study, they actually became extremely fragile up to a critical point where it was not possible to manipulate the scaffold anymore (Figure S3).

**Discussion**

Degradation induces significant changes on fibers throughout the immersion time. The degradation behavior of the novel fibrous PLA–titanium-based ORMOGLASS scaffolds has been studied in terms of morphological, topographical, and chemical modifications. The material was incubated for different periods of time in physiological conditions, and diverse techniques such as FESEM, EDS, TEM, FTIR, and TGA were used to monitor its evolution during immersion in SBF at 37°C.

Degradation of hybrid fibers is fast and seems to be favored by fiber wall stresses. SEM examinations showed that changes in the surface aspect occurred for both the pure polymeric and hybrid fibers (Figures 1 and 2). These changes were however more critical for the hybrid fibers than for the PLA ones. Only tiny wrinkles were seen on the PLA fibers, while structural cracks were additionally noticed on the hybrids. Hybrid fibers also collapsed shortly after their immersion in SBF. The wrinkles of the PLA fibers might be the result of the material degradation process. In nature, the degradation of PLA can be induced, for example, by thermal activation, biological activity (enzymes), oxidation, photolysis, or hydrolysis. In this study, in which physiological conditions are simulated without the involvement of biological entities and other external factors (temperature, gases), hydrolysis is suggested to be the main phenomenon that can degrade PLA. This process, called hydrolytic degradation, relies on the polymer chain scission that occurs through the nonspecific cleavage of the ester bonds of the main chain. In contact with SBF, hydrolytic degradation induced modifications at the fiber surface with time. For the hybrid fibers, the incorporation of the ORMOGLASS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remaining weight (%)</th>
<th>Weight attributed to alkyl phosphates (%)</th>
<th>Glass content (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OG5 10–90, RAW</td>
<td>16.31</td>
<td>26.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OG5 10–90, 1 h</td>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>20.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OG5 10–90, 28 d</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OG5 20–80, RAW</td>
<td>22.09</td>
<td>35.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OG5 20–80, 1 h</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>16.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OG5 20–80, 28 d</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>7.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: RAW refers to fibers as produced by electrospinning.
Abbreviations: d, days; h, hours; TGA, thermogravimetric analysis; DTA, differential thermal analysis.

Figure 9 Distribution of the ORMOGLASS in the hybrid fibers as collected by electrospinning (t₀) and as obtained after 21 days of incubation in SBF (TEM images). Arrows point to the fractured fibers that show the brittleness of the structure.
Abbreviations: SBF, simulated body fluid; TEM, transmission electron microscopy; ORMOGLASS, organically modified glass.
significantly affected the degradation profile of the material. The first observed characteristic feature was the collapsing of the fibers. According to the contact angle values reported in the previous studies,$^{14}$ the hybrid fibers exhibited a high hydrophilicity (contact angle on nonwoven fibers: $82^\circ\pm2^\circ$ for the OG5 10–90 and $69^\circ\pm1^\circ$ for the OG5 20–80). Thus, SBF can have rapidly infiltrated into the hybrid scaffolds, unlike the pure PLA fibers which were quite hydrophobic$^{14}$ (contact angle: $133^\circ\pm4^\circ$). This fast fluid infiltration may have applied stress on the fiber walls which in turn made them collapse. Fibers produced by electrospinning as hollow structures due to the Kirkendall effect$^{10,37}$ may have not supported this force and become flattened. As a consequence, cracks might have sometimes formed because of this sudden fiber structural change. The fast fluid infiltration can be also an explanation for the slow opening of the fibers. If fibers did not instantaneously fracture by cracking, the change of fiber structure might have led to other stresses perpendicularly applied to the axis which may tend to slowly open the fibers. This process may have been also amplified by the presence of the crack itself. A crack introduced “weaknesses” on the fiber walls, which could have acted as the starting point of this fiber opening process. A schematic representation of these possible processes can be seen in Figure S4. Another phenomenon that could explain the formation of cracks could be an increase in crystallinity in the material during the incubation. In fact, when materials become more crystalline, the rearrangement of the polymer chains leads to the formation of spaces with low chain density and possibly facilitates the appearance of cracks. DSC results demonstrated that the $\Delta H_m$ of the hybrid fibers increased with the incubation time (Figure 7; Table 1).

In a pure polymeric sample, this would have suggested that more crystalline phase was present in the fibers. But, in the case of hybrid samples, the percentage of the polymer crystallinity depends on the amount of inorganic phase present in the materials. Considering the usual equation for crystallinity determination, the percentage of crystallinity in our hybrids is calculated by dividing $\Delta H_m$ by a factor lower than one (calculated considering the percentage of the inorganic compounds in the studied material). The lower the amount of the inorganic phase, the higher this factor, and consequently, the lower the value of the quotient. In our case, the ORMOLGLASS dissolved during the incubation. This means that the fibers, after 21-day incubation, contained less ORMOLGLASS than the ones after 3 days, for example. Thus, for the 21-day fibers, the $\Delta H_m$ is divided by a higher factor than for the 3-day fibers. As a result, $\Delta H_m$ is more significantly lowered by the ORMOLGLASS content for the 21-day fibers than for the 3-day fibers. In other words, these mathematical considerations mean that for our study, an increase in $\Delta H_m$ does not demonstrate an increase in crystallinity. It is possible that the higher $\Delta H_m$ value of the 21-day fibers was “compensated” by the introduction of the low value of the ORMOLGLASS content for the determination of the crystallinity. Unfortunately, it was not possible to precisely calculate $\Delta H_m$ and the crystallinity of the fibers during this degradation study because the weight of ORMOLGLASS was different and unknown for each time point after $t_0$. TGA assays is a useful supporting technique to obtain this information, but after the assays, insufficient amount of sample for such destructive tests remained. Complementary X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were however performed to verify whether the crystallinity was indeed increased (Figure S5). As no crystalline peaks were seen on the XRD spectra, it was assumed that the incubation did not increase the crystallinity of the polymeric constituent of the fibers (or at least, not above the detection limit of the technique). For this reason, crystallinity was considered not involved in the formation of cracks. Therefore, the hypothesis that stress on the fiber walls caused the defects was favored.

In addition, acidic pH caused by the presence of the ORMOLGLASS promoted the degradation of the polymeric phase.$^{18}$ The hydrolyzed fragments may be removed from the surface and released in the SBF, which would explain the observation of holes on the FESEM and TEM pictures (Figures 2 and 9). The AFM analysis confirmed that the morphological changes resulted in topographical modifications (Figure 3). It demonstrated, for example, how the opening of the fibers induced a slight decrease in the height profile in the middle of their width and how the roughness of the fibers increased after the degradation period.

Most changes, which are critical to obtain an efficient calcium-rich environment, occurred during the first day of incubation. According to results shown in Figure 4, a high decrease in the calcium content was observed after the first hour while the phosphate amount continued decreasing till the first day, reaching levels that were previously described as angiogenic promoters. The dissolution of a high amount of calcium just after the material immersion was also confirmed by the calcium release assay (Figure S1). The increase of calcium observed between the first hour and the first day on the EDS measurements should be interpreted as a result of the phosphate decrease and not as gain of calcium on the fibers, considering percentages as relative values. This is what happened for the calcium and also for the titanium content, which increased significantly because of a decrease in both
phosphate and calcium. After 3 days and up to 21 days, the composition of the fibers stabilized. This suggested that the degradation of the glass phase occurred in a homogeneous manner in terms of chemical molar ratios. This result is in accordance with a study performed by Navarro et al on different titanium-based glasses that revealed a stable Ca/P ratio after the first hours of incubation of micrometric glasses and a quasi-ionic release during their slow dissolution.\textsuperscript{39} However, the composition of the fibers after 3 days differs from the original OG5 one, as a lot of phosphate and calcium are lost at the initial stage of immersion. In relation to the previous cellular assays reported,\textsuperscript{14} this means that the angiogenic calcium concentration (between 3 and 10 mM)\textsuperscript{40} is reached during the first day of sample immersion. Applications strongly depend on what point angiogenic processes are needed in the different steps of tissue repair; however, it is known that angiogenesis is always required during the early stages of bone healing.\textsuperscript{41}

Phosphorus species are also released very fast, and they affect the pH. FTIR analysis showed that the infrared spectra of the hybrid fibers after their deposition by electrospinning exhibited the characteristic absorbance peaks of PLA and additional signals related to phosphate complexes (Figure 5). The PO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{3-} tetrahedron, the basic building block of phosphate-based glasses,\textsuperscript{28,42} is present in the fibers, as represented by the absorbance observed at numerous wavelengths. P–O–P stretching modes are also clearly visible on the spectrum. The presence of these signals is attributed to the P–O–P bonds involved in the glass-forming network. The P=O bonds on the contrary did not contribute to the ORMOM GLASS network creation due to their chemical stability. After 1 hour in SBF, phosphate signals almost disappeared, because an important quantity of phosphate was dissolved in this short time. Only a very slight shoulder between 580 and 450 cm\textsuperscript{-1} can attest to a small remaining amount of phosphate. But after 1 day, no signals from phosphate were noticed anymore. This is in accordance with EDS results: the dissolution of phosphates started as soon as the material was in contact with fluid and continued during the first day. In parallel to the calcium, the fibers seemed therefore to undergo a strong burst release of phosphates. The pH is then affected as P is hydrolyzed and forms H\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4}, being probably the cause of the initial acidic pH of the fibers when immersed in pure water (Figure S1). Modifications are required to strongly link alkyl phosphate.

TGA measurements were performed to quantify ORMOM GLASS loss. The decrease of the inorganic content weight which immediately dropped after 1-hour immersion in SBF confirmed that for both OG5 10–90 and OG5 20–80 fibers, a significant amount of ORMOM GLASS was dissolved after this time (Figure 8; Table 2). As mentioned before, the produced fibers contained a high amount of unreacted alkyl phosphates. It was suggested that part of the monoethyl- and diethyl-phosphate molecules contained in the ORMOM GLASS precursor mix did not fully react to form the ORMOM GLASS network, or the reaction formed a very weak bond with the other species. According to the weight loss associated to alkyl phosphates, it is clear that a certain amount of phosphate was not effectively incorporated and was rather found as free molecules in the ORMOM GLASS gel (ie, fibers). As a consequence, it can easily be released in SBF. This could partially explain the results obtained by EDS, FTIR, and TGA after 1 hour of immersion. However, even if only the loss of phosphate is observed on TGA thermograms, it should be stated that the diminution of the starting glass weight percentage was also due to the initial calcium release revealed by EDS measurements and the calcium release assay (Figures 4 and 6). In other words, it means that the amount of ORMOM GLASS in the fibers was not exactly that determined by the TGA; the values should be a little bit higher. It is certain that organic fragments of the ORMOM GLASS degraded during the assay, even if they were not revealed by TGA (probably under the detection limit or masked by other signals). In conclusion, TGA can give an idea of the amount of ORMOM GLASS contained in the fibers, but it did not provide accurate values, unlike for other composites that contained a fully inorganic phase.\textsuperscript{43} After 28 days, no alkyl phosphate peaks were observed in the hybrid fibers (no peaks on the thermograms). Based on FTIR and EDS observations, this dissolution seemed, in fact, to have been already completely reached after the first day. This is why, after 3 days and up to the end of the assay, the composition of the fibers showed fewer critical changes than at early stages of immersion. Once the excess of nonreacted compounds and a certain amount of glass gel had been released, the molar ratio stabilized and the glass maintained the same composition during its degradation. At the end of the assay, small amounts of inorganic material were found in the fibers in comparison to their initial content. Considering that titanium-based inorganic glasses degrade slowly because of the presence of titanium in the glass network, a valid conclusion would be that the changes in weight were mainly due to the fast initial dissolution described above. This slow degradation behavior has been shown for micrometric solid bulk glasses.\textsuperscript{39} Here, several factors may have promoted a faster degradation of the
ORMOGLASS: the organometallic “gel” state of the ORMOGLASS and its relative weak cohesion compared with a conventional inorganic glass; the high surface-to-volume ratio of the scaffold; and its high hydrophilicity. Fast dissolution and subsequent degradation were therefore finally suggested to be both involved in the global weight changes determined by TGA.

Experimental changes can be performed to enhance glass release efficiency. Concerning in particular the critical high weight loss at the beginning of the assay, a similar behavior has been identified for other composites made of PLA and the same glass composition. Prepared by the solvent casting–sol leaching method, these materials demonstrated a significant weight loss after the first week of immersion in SBF. This was attributed to some morphological modifications and degradation of glass particles. The fact that, in our case, the fast dissolution was already over after a few hours confirmed that this release might mainly be due to the release of residual compounds not involved in the ORMOGLASS structure and part of the ORMOGLASS gel. PLA and ORMOGLASS degradation was indeed not expected to happen in such a short time. To minimize or avoid this burst release, a better control of the ORMOGLASS network formation could be further performed in order to enhance the efficiency of the hydrolysis and thus obtain a better incorporation of calcium and phosphate. Changes in the catalyst or hydrolysis duration or precursor’s reactivity could be assessed, for example. If more calcium and phosphate reacted with the other reagents, a less drastic immediate release would be expected. However, OG5 corresponds to a glass that contains a high amount of calcium and phosphate. It is therefore not easy to find the experimental conditions that induce an optimal hydrolysis of the compounds and therefore an efficient reactivity to form the glass network. We have considered that, as a network modifier, calcium only links two chains and phosphate a maximum of three. Titanium has four ligands, so it can form a better network. However, its concentration is quite low and the idea is not to increase it. Precise investigations involving nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), for example, should be further performed to accurately define the hydrolysis parameters and optimization of ORMOGLASS gels.

ORMOGLASS and the polymer are not homogeneously blended, and this exposes the organometallic directly to the aqueous media. The interaction between the ORMOGLASS and the polymer should be tuned to control the initial burst release. As seen on TEM images, the ORMOGLASS and the polymer did not mix homogeneously when preparing the blends for electrospinning (Figure 9). ORMOGLASS “bands” were observed in the produced fibers independent from the polymeric phase. This may explain the DSC results obtained in the previous studies in which no significant differences in the $T_g$ were reported for the PLA and hybrid fibers. Because the polymer did not properly interpenetrate with the ORMOGLASS, the mobility of the PLA chains was not affected. It is inferred that if better interactions between the phase are achieved, an increase in $T_g$ could be expected due to the diminution of flexibility and motility of the polymer chains, their intermolecular interactions with the ORMOGLASS, and the steric effect applied by the ORMOGLASS. It is thus believed that $T_g$ remained quasi-unchanged, not only because the fibers are a class-I hybrid material, but also because the phases are not homogeneously blended. Even though considered as not significant, the very slight decreases of $T_g$ observed after incorporation of the ORMOGLASS may suggest that the presence of the ORMOGLASS however affected $T_g$ to a very low extent. As observed for some composites, one hypothesis could be that the ORMOGLASS slightly decreased the molecular weight of the PLA, favoring thus the glass transition at lower temperature. Nevertheless, as the differences are too low, this speculation leads to a vague conclusion, and more investigations are required in order to clearly determine the real effect of the ORMOGLASS on the thermal properties of the PLA in the hybrids. What seems to be clear, unlike in the study performed by Navarro et al, the fibers here did not undergo changes in $T_g$ during the degradation assay, probably because of this nonhomogeneous dispersion of the glass in the polymer matrix.

Long immersion times induce an extreme fragility in the material. After 21 days, granule-like structures were observed inside the fibers and the ORMOGLASS bands lost their continuity during fiber degradation. Such granules are typically observed when titanium-based materials are assessed under TEM. The loss of glass continuity is attributed to the drastic loss of compounds occurring just after the material immersion and the progressive dissolution of the glass remaining in the fibers. Moreover, holes were also observed on FESEM and TEM pictures, attesting that the compounds partially degraded. It has also been observed that throughout the incubation of the material, the fibers became more and more brittle, whereas the mats were fully flexible before incubation. In hybrid bioactive materials, the inorganic phase promotes the bioactivity of the scaffold and the organic one supports the mechanical properties. It is thus hypothesized that in the case of the incubated fibers, PLA reached a critical point of degradation where it was not able to...
In in vivo conditions, other biological compounds and the host tissue, because other variables of the degradation mechanism of hybrids and materials in general. In vitro conditions, other biological parameters will influence the material resorption as well (cell–material interactions, dynamic flow of body fluid, enzyme activity, etc.) and consequently altered the scaffold integrity in a different way than that reported here.

Hybrid materials in this study did not promote calcium phosphate deposition. In contrast, they release a feasible amount of calcium ions to trigger specific angiogenic responses. Studies involving bioactive (mainly silicon-based) glasses often report the precipitation of calcium phosphate on the surface of the scaffold after incubation in SBF. Here, the SBF incubation did not promote the deposition of such compounds, even it is a metastable solution designed for phosphate precipitation onto bioactive surfaces. It is assumed that the fast dissolution of the glass at the beginning of the immersion seemed to avoid any possibility of stable precipitation. Also, according to Lucacel et al, the presence of titanium in the glass network (TiO2) inhibits the formation of apatite type layer. It is believed that titanium-based glasses decrease the bioactivity of calcium phosphate samples because of their slow dissolution rate. These ORMOGLASSES, however, favor cell attachment, proliferation, and differentiation.

Regarding the possible clinical application of this scaffold, improvements should be made to the ORMOGLASS preparation and on the organic-inorganic interactions in order to modulate the initial fast dissolution that occurs on the first day, depending on the application. The degradation of the scaffold was rather fast according to the morphological changes observed. For bone regeneration, however, templates that exhibit a slower degradation are usually preferred, so the graft degrades at a speed that matches the gradual formation of natural bone. According to this assay, our fibers did not seem appropriate for long-term applications, but two
things should be kept in mind: first, that the degradation behavior of a material generally differs between in vitro and in vivo assays and that its resorption rate might be reduced by the dynamic flow of the body fluid (removal of the acidic species); and second, no universal bone substitute exists as yet and, as such, this material would be an excellent option for angiogenic guided bone healing, for example, in periostium membrane regeneration for initial bone ingrowth.99

Conclusion
The in vitro degradation of PLA–OG5 fibrous scaffolds has been assessed in simulated physiological conditions. This study revealed that the material resorption was first characterized by a burst release of calcium and phosphate at the beginning of the incubation, followed by a continuous PLA and ORMOMGLASS degradation until the end of the assay. The concentration of the calcium release reaches ranges that are described as angiogenic by previous studies (3–10 mM). The fibers maintained a stable molar ratio over the incubation period, which suggested that the ORMOMGLASS dissolved homogeneously over time in terms of chemical composition. However, due to the high dissolution rate of the ORMOMGLASS at the early stage of the immersion, the fibers did not possess the exact OG5 composition during this assay. Guiding bone regeneration seems to be the best option for the application of these constructs. However, further investigations on the ORMOMGLASS preparation (improvement of hydrolysis efficiency), constituent interactions (homogeneous blending and creation of strong chemical bonding), and in vivo studies should be additionally performed to assess the real effective potential of PLA-OG5 ORMOMGLASS fibers for bone tissue engineering applications.
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Supplementary materials
Calcium dissolution and pH measurements
The assessment of ion dissolution by materials is often carried out in simulated body fluid (SBF) or in culture medium. Performing such assays in these solutions is interesting as it enables determination of the changes in ion concentration closely, as they occur in vitro and in vivo tests. However, these solutions act as buffers and can prevent these modifications being clearly seen. Therefore, to assess precisely the ion-release behavior, it is more appropriate to use deionized water as it does not temper the effects of the ion release. A study performed with the hybrid fibers incubated in water and in SBF demonstrated these affirmations (Figure S1). While the difference in calcium concentration and release rate was obvious in water, it was difficult to observe in SBF. The pH changes were also less important in SBF than in water. Moreover, the supply of calcium ion from the SBF rapidly masked the slight changes caused by the material. Differences in ion-release profiles were also observed by other researchers when the studied materials were immersed in different solutions.2

Fiber morphology
Additional pictures of the fiber morphology are shown in Figure S2. These images demonstrated a good correlation between images obtained by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and the ones obtained by atomic force microscopy (AFM). All the typical fiber defects that occurred during the material incubation were seen with both techniques.

Scaffold integrity
When hybrid fibers were incubated in SBF, they became extremely brittle with time. At some point, it was even impossible to handle the mats (Figure S3).

Figure S1 Differences between a dissolution assay performed in water and in SBF. Blue circles point out the area where the main changes occurred due to the material immersion. *Contained in the SBF solution itself – results are presented as cumulative ion concentration; and blue arrows denote the tendency of the pH variations. Abbreviation: SBF, simulated body fluid.
Figure S2 Fiber morphology after 21 days of incubation in SBF. Red arrows point to the flattening of the fibers and black ones show the opening and cracking of the fibers.
Abbreviation: SBF, simulated body fluid.

Figure S3 Pictures of the hybrid fibers after several weeks of incubation in SBF.
Abbreviation: SBF, simulated body fluid.

Figure S4 Scheme representing the three different phenomena (paths 1, 2, and 3) that could have led to the formation of cracks and opening on the fibers’ surface and correlation with FESEM images. F refers to a hydrostatic force.
Abbreviation: FESEM, field-emission scanning electron microscopy.
Fiber flattening and defects
As represented in Figure S4, when water infiltrated the fibers, the water may have originated zones of high strain on the fiber walls due to the fiber flattening (hollow fibers). To release this strain, fibers may have cracked instantaneously (Path 1). Another possibility could be that fibers did not crack immediately and that the flattening led to additional forces applied perpendicularly to the fiber length. Consequently, fibers may have slowly opened in the middle of the fibers (Path 2). The last explanation may be that the presence of the crack may have itself induced the opening on the fibers by introducing other forces on each side of the crack (Path 3). These three options might explain the images of the different defects observed during the fiber degradation.

Fiber crystallinity
Because it was not possible, using differential scanning calorimetry, to define if the crystallinity of the fibers increased along with the incubation, X-ray measurements were carried out as complementary tests with the T5 20–80 fibers. Polylactic acid (PLA) pellets and PLA fibers were used as controls. The measurements were conducted using a PANalytical X’Pert PRO MPD diffractometer and measuring from 2 to 30° (2θ) at a wavelength of CuKα λ=1.5406Å. Results are reported in Figure S5. As seen on the spectra, crystalline phases were detected on the hybrid fibers, as produced by electrospinning. According to the literature and the “International Center for Diffraction Data” XRay database (PCPDFWIN software), the associated peaks may correspond to hydrated titanium–phosphate species, containing, or not, sodium (eg, Ti(HPO$_4$)$_2$2H$_2$O, Na$_2$Ti(PO$_4$)$_2$4H$_2$O, and other possible species). After 1-hour immersion, these peaks disappeared, suggesting that these compounds were dissolved in the SBF. Also, it was hypothesized that these compounds were present in a small quantity in comparison to the total amount of ORMOGLASS and were considered as “residual” species. After 1-hour immersion and up to the end of the assay, fibers did not seem to crystallize. All the samples appeared to be amorphous. This attested that the incubation did not favor the crystallization of the compounds in the fibers (or at least, not enough to be detected). As a consequence, it is highly probable that crystallinity did not cause the formation of cracks on the fibers.

Figure S5 X-ray diffraction spectra of PLA pellets, PLA, and T5 20–80 hybrid fibers (the orange square denotes the presence of crystalline compounds present in the hybrid fibers just after electrospinning).

Abbreviation: PLA, polylactic acid.
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